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Value of conventional MRI and susceptibility weighted imaging in diagnosis
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Abstract
Objective: To investigate the value of conventional MRI and susceptibility weighted imaging sequences
in the diagnosis of cerebral microbleeds.
Methods: A total of 160 patients with cerebral microbleeds treated in our hospital from July 2015 to
July 2017 were selected as the objects. They were divided into study group (n=80) and control group
(n=80) according to randomized picking method in which the control group received routine MRI
detection and the study group were examined with susceptibility weighted imaging followed by
comparison of examination results in between.
Results: Detection rate was 96.3% in the study group and 81.3% in the control group with significant
difference in between, P<0.05. SWI examination showed the foci form of cerebral microbleeds round,
round-like, patches strip, ring and punctiform shape.
Conclusion: The examination of susceptibility weighted imaging can significantly enhance the detection
rate in patients with cerebral microbleeds and enables to analyse the lesions in detail, thus worthy of
clinical reference and popularization.
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Introduction
The diameter of hemorrhagic foci of cerebral microbleeds is
usually no more than 5 mm and more frequently seen in deep
layers of white matter and gray matter. The symptoms in
patients with the disease are generally mild with no typical
manifestation, thus extremely easy to be ignored, and it is
much prone to missed diagnosis in MR routine examination
and CT scan, thereby making the condition develop
progressively and then causing serious complications or even
death, which poses a huge threat to life safety of patients [1].
Cerebral microbleeds are a new concept currently proposed in
the world of medicine. It refers to cerebral microvascular
lesions and hypertension is considered as one of its risk factor
in modern medicine. That is because hypertension can cause
hyalinized change of cerebral arterioles and degenerative
changes in the media of arteries, which will weaken vascular
smooth muscle layer and elastic fiber layer with loss of
toughness. In essence, the pathological change of cerebral
microbleeds is that tiny vessels in brain are diseased and it is
mainly characterized by minor bleeding without specific
symptoms. It is a subclinical lesion with the predilection sites
of basal ganglia, thalamus, subcortex and cortex. SWI is
mainly to take advantage of bulk magnetic susceptibility effect
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[2], that is to say, different tissues vary from one another in
magnetic susceptibility and it then will cause phase difference.
Conventional sequence fails to detect out micro veins because
there is certain difference between deoxygenated hemoglobin
and peripheral tissues in the vein. The difference, although
very small, leads to certain changes in local magnetic field,
then gives rise to phase difference between veins and
peripheral blood vessels and finally reveals above changes
through imaging. Therefore, the small lesions having the
diameter of less than 5 mm and failing to be detected by
conventional sequence can be detected out by SWI, thus
making its detection rate significantly increased. In this study
we selected from our hospital 85 patients with cerebral
microbleeds to assess diagnostic value of routine MRI and
susceptibility weighted imaging in this regard with the details
reported as follows.

Data and Methods
Baseline data
A total of 160 patients pathologically diagnosed with cerebral
microbleeds and treated in our hospital from July 2015 to July
2017 were selected as the objects with ethics committee
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approval. They were divided into study group (n=80) and
control group (n=80) according to randomized picking method.
In the study group there were 46 males 34 females aged 36-70
with an average age of (53.06 ± 6.62 y) and the onset time of
1-13 h, (7.06 ± 6.14 h) on the average. In the control group,
there were 47 males 33 females aged 39-71 with an average
age of (55.06 ± 15.96 y) and the onset time of 2-12 h, (7.09 ±
5.67 h) on the average. All family members signed informed
consent form before the study. There was no significant
difference between groups in baseline data, P>0.05, as shown
in Table 1.
Table 1. Baseline data in two groups.
Group

Male (n)

Female (n)

Average
(Y)

age Average
(Y)

Study group 46
(n=80)

34

53.06 ± 16.62

7.06 ± 6.14

Control group 47
(n=80)

33

55.06 ± 15.96

7.09 ± 5.67

χ2

0.0725

0.7763

0.0321

P

0.7877

0.4387

0.9744

course

Methods
The patients were examined by Holland PHILPS 3.0T
multisource MRI scanner (model: Achiera-3.0T-TX; producer:
Holland). Control group: the patients were given conventional
scanning including scanning of DWI, FIAIR, T2W1 and T1W1
by using SENSE with factor 2, the layer thickness was set as
6mm and layer space 0.6 mm, the length and width of image
reconstruction were both 0.9 mm, the number of excitation was
2 and the size of matrix was: 512 × 256 [3,4]. Study group: the
patients were given SWI detection: SWI images were achieved
by filtering echo sequence of Ven-Bold-HR 3D ladder,
obtained phase image and matrix image and generating a new
phase mask picture combined with magnetic image [5,6].

Evaluation index
The images obtained were required to be evaluated by 2
experienced chief physicians and the lesion shape was analysed
under SWI and MRI examinations.

Statistical methods
SPSS23.0 statistical software was used for analysis, the
detection rate, representing enumeration data, was assessed by
test, P<0.05 suggested there was obvious difference of
statistical significance.

Results
Comparison of detection rate

be detected with the detection rate as 81.3% (65/80), there was
significant difference between the two groups, P<0.05, and
undetected patients in both groups were followed up and given
pathological examination as shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Comparison of detection rate.
Group

Detected (n)

Undetected (n)

Detection rate (%)

Study group (n=80)

77

3

96.3

15

81.3

Control
(n=80)

group 65

χ2

-

-

9.0141

P

-

-

0.0026

Morphological features of cerebral microbleeds lesion
under SWI examination
A total of 80 patients were examined with SWI and among
them 31 were hypertension, 17 hemorrhagic cerebral
infarction, 15 cavernous hemangioma, 12 diffuse shaft damage
and 5 cerebral keratoma. A total of 77 cases of lesions were
found in the shape of round, round-like, patches, strip, and ring
in which the cerebral keratoma, mainly in the form of strip,
round and round-like, accounted for 50% with clear-cut
margin, hypointensity; the diffuse shaft damage, mainly in the
form of round and round-like, accounted for 55.6% and was
mainly seen in cortico medullary zone and basal ganglia region
with clear-cut margin, hypointensity; cavernous hemangioma,
mainly
punctiform-shaped,
accounted
for
77.8%,
hypointensity; hemorrhagic cerebral infarction, mainly
punctiform-shaped, accounted for 60%, hypointensity;
hypertension, mainly in the form of round and round-like,
accounted for 47.8% and is more commonly seen in regions of
cortex, brainstem, thalamus and basal ganglia with smooth
edge and no edema as shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Analysis on morphological features of cerebral microbleeds
lesion under SWI (n/%).
Lesion type

Ring

Punctiform

Patchy strip

Round
and
round-like

Sum

Cerebral
keratoma

0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

2 (50)

2 (50.0)

4

Diffuse shaft 2 (22.2)
damage

0 (0.0)

2 (22.2)

5 (55.6)

9

Cavernous
hemangioma

0 (0.0)

7 (77.8)

3 (23.1)

3 (23.1)

13

Hemorrhagic
cerebral
infarction

0 (0.0)

12 (60.0)

5 (25.0)

3 (15.0)

20

Hypertension

1 (3.2)

6 (19.4)

1 (3.2)

23 (74.2)

31

Sum

3 (3.9)

25 (32.5)

13 (16.9)

36 (47.8)

77

In the study group 77 cases were detected and 3 cases failed to
be detected with the detection rate as 96.3% (77/80); while in
the control group 65 cases were detected and 15 cases failed to
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Discussion
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